MOTIVATION
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• FAA and ICAO rule change allowing quiet supersonic flight • US manufacturing of quiet supersonic aircraft • Greatly reduced travel time for people and products worldwide
• Simulated next generation commercial sonic boom levels, 70-80 PLdB (database of human responses to over 100 booms) • Provide data for FAA and ICAO to determine regulations and requirements for over-land sonic booms • Low Boom Demonstrator shows the ability to meet sonic boom requirements 
OBJECTIVES
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• Project objectives -Investigating surveying methods, data acquisition and analysis methods, and human response subject recruitment strategies. -Expose 100+ volunteer human response subjects to a schedule of sonic booms with a C-weighted day-night average sound level (CDNL) of 42-58 dB
• Flight objectives -(First ever low boom community response test)
-Execute 20 -25 flights over 2 weeks, up to 4 flights/day -Accurately place "low booms" on community. Produce sonic booms with peaks of 0.13 -0.53 lb/ft 2
• With the use of a of a unique, NASA-designed F-18 dive maneuver 
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Rattle is a type of noise that can occur when objects move due to a vibration. How much rattle from the sonic booms did you experience in your home today? 
PRE-TEST
• Three day test to identify possible problems with survey questionnaires or data collection procedures • 21 volunteer human response subjects from NASA Armstrong -Instructed to treat workspace as their home
• Six full sonic booms were generated on second day -Adventitious sonic booms were expected on other days
• Select lessons learned: 
MAXIMUM OVERPRESSURES
• 89 planned sonic booms within the community -84 planned low booms
• 75 of which were actually low booms (less than 0.60 lb/ft 2 )
-5 planned full sonic booms
• 14 additional adventitious full sonic booms 17
• 76% of the planned low booms were within +/-0.15 lb/ft 2 of target -The lowest target attempt (0.13 lb/ft 2 ) was most difficult to achieve -0.13 lb/ft 2 attempts were within 30% of target for only 30% of the attempts • Possible causes for inconsistency -The need for a better-defined maneuver -Four different pilots used for WSPR
• WSPR still had overall success planning and generating low sonic booms within the residential community
CHALLENGES & LESSONS LEARNED
• Two-week delay (out of a 14-week recruitment effort) due to unanticipated approvals required for recruitment letters • Failed to meet target # of subjects (76 out of 100) after initial outreach -$50 pre-paid debit card incentive introduced, and target was achieved
• Distribution/training of Android™ smartphones was tedious as it required several small meetings due to participants' varying schedules -Suggestion: Distribute individually, and include a tutorial video
• Due to an inadequate sign-off process, two participants received their incentives prior to returning their smartphones • SNOOPI had excessive false-triggers due to high winds (226 in one day) • SBUDAS installation required unanticipated, extensive EAFB approval • Incomplete description of SBUDAS hardware created concerns during EAFB approval process • Installation time for SBUDAS was underestimated • Weather balloons sometimes terminated prior to reaching the necessary altitude -Old data was used to fill in gaps
• Confusions among civilian air traffic controllers not accustomed to supersonic aircraft • Unanticipated need for full sonic booms to be generated • Non-WSPR sonic booms toward the end of testing 
FUTURE WORK
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• Community response using low boom dives on a larger community unaccustomed to sonic booms -Continued methodology studies
• Community response using a large-scale shaped low-boom demonstrator vehicle on large communities -Data used for proposal of overland sonic boom regulations change
